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Interaction of a rodlike charged macroparticle with a flowing plasma
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The formation of the wake potential is demonstrated for a rodlike particle in a plasma with an ion flow. The
cases of various charge distributions on the rod are studied, including those contributing to the dipole momen-
tum, and different angles between the direction of the ion flow and the rod are considered. The possibilities of
the formation of lattices composed of cylindrical macroparticles in a plasma are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Most of the present dust-crystal experiments@1–4# in-
volve dust particles levitating in the sheath region wh
strong ion flows are established. The ion flow naturally p
vides a distinctive direction, with plasma properties differe
in the direction parallel or perpendicular to the flow. Th
feature strongly influences formation of the plasma-d
crystals, with often observed feature of dust particle align
in the direction of the flow@4#.

A theory taking into account, that, asymmetry and su
gesting that in the case of supersonic velocities of the fl
the ion wake field is formed behind the levitating dust gra
was proposed in Refs.@5,6#. The wake strongly affects inter
action of dust particles in the direction of the ion flow, th
was experimentally confirmed in Ref.@7#. Later, particle-in-
cell simulations@8# demonstrated the formation of the wak
potential whose wells can attract the lower dust grains.
cent three-dimensional~3D! molecular dynamic study@9#
also shows the region of strong ion focusing behind
grain. According to the majority of the experiments, the m
studied~theoretically, numerically, and experimentally! cases
correspond to spherical dust grains.

Recent observations of the formation of plasma crys
composed of elongated particles@10# as well as communica
tion @11# on the experiments with cylindrical particles lev
tating in the sheath of radio frequency~rf! discharge plasma
prompted us to investigate the formation of the wake pot
tial in the case of a rodlike charged particle. For simplici
we do not study the effect of the charging of such type
particle, therefore just assuming that there is a given dis
bution of charges on the rod. We note that, in general,
inhomogeneous linear charge density distribution along
rod leads to the appearance of a dipole moment of a part
The effect of the dipole moment on the wake formation o
pointlike particle was studied in@12#. However, the finite
size of the rod affects the character of the wake, in particu
providing the additional degree of freedom connected w
rotational inclination of the rod.
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Here, we would like to note, that this additional~rota-
tional! degree of freedom will lead to new effects in expe
ments with cylindrical particles. Indeed, in the crystal lattic
composed of a spherical particles, vibration modes ass
ated with longitudinal@13# of transversal@14# ~with respect
to the propagation of the wave! motions of grains can be
excited. The ‘‘liquid crystal’’ lattices composed of rods wi
have new rotational modes associated with their rotatio
motions, similar to those in liquid crystals. Excitation an
interactions of all these modes introduce new phase tra
tions and affect those existing in lattices composed of sph
cal grains. As was pointed out recently@15#, the wake can
affect the interaction of the horizontal~longitudinal! and ver-
tical ~transverse! modes for spherical grains. Thus we expe
that similar~or more complex! effects will exist for cylindri-
cal particles, affecting their interaction and involving also t
rotational modes. All this make the present study a neces
first step to understand the formation of ‘‘liquid crystal’’ la
tices levitating in the sheath region where strong ion flo
are established.

II. EQUATIONS FOR THE WAKE POTENTIAL

Consider the geometry sketched in Fig. 1. A finite size~in
one direction! particle of the lengthd is immersed in an ion

:
FIG. 1. Sketch of the considered geometry. The rod of the len

d is assumed to be at the angleQ0 with respect to the direction o
the ion flow.
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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flow of the speedv0. The angle between the direction of th
flow and the rod isQ0. We choose the reference frame wi
the x axis along the rod, and the ion flow is in thexz plane,
i.e., v05(v0 cosQ0,0,2v0 sinQ0). The y and z sizes of the
particle are zero. The angleQ05p/2 corresponds to the ion
flow in ~minus! z direction, perpendicular to the rod, and th
angleQ050 corresponds to the ion flow inx direction, par-
allel to the rod; note that in the experiments@11# both possi-
bilities were observed. The three-dimensional charge den
of such a particle is given by

rd5r ld~y!d~z!, ~1!

wherer l is the linear density of the charge distribution o
the rod. Below, we specify the following linear charge d
tributions: ~a! charges distributed equally along the rod,r l
5(Q0 /d)u(x)u(d2x); ~b! charges distributed unequall
along the rod,r l5(2Q0x/d2)u(x)u(d2x); ~c! charges dis-
tributed on the ends of the rod,r l5Q1d(x)1(Q0
2Q1)d(x2d). The total charge on the rod isQ0 for all
cases. Note that cases~b! and ~c! correspond to the nonzer
dipole moment of the rod:P05Q0d/6 for the case~b!, and
P05(Q022Q1)d for the case~c! ~we assumeQ1ÞQ0/2).

Poisson’s equation for the Fourier transformed quanti
is

k2«~k,v!F~k,v!54prd~k,v!, ~2!

where the dielectric permittivity of a plasma in the presen
of the ion flow is such thatukuvTi!uv2k•v0u!ukuvTe @here,
vTi(e)5(Ti (e) /mi (e))

1/2 is the ion~electron! thermal velocity,
Ti (e) is the ion ~electron! temperature in energy units, an
mi (e) is the ion~electron! mass# is given by

«~k,v!511
1

k2lDe
2

2
vpi

2

~v2k•v0!2
, ~3!

vpi5(4pnie
2/mi)

1/2 is the ion plasma frequency an
lDe5(Te/4pnee

2)1/2 is the electron Debye length
Furthermore, for the~stationary! particle charge density
we have rd(k,v)52prd(k)d(v), where: ~a! rd(k)
5 iQ0@exp(2ikxd)21#/kxd; ~b! rd(k)52Q0@(11 ikxd)exp
(2ikxd)21#/kx

2d2; ~c! rd(k)5Q11(Q02Q1)exp(2ikxd).
Thus the electrostatic potential of such a particle can

written as

F~r ,t !5ReE dkdv

4p3k2

rd~k,v!exp~ ik•r2 ivt !

«~k,v!
. ~4!

For the static rod in the presence of the ion flow, the poten
is given by

F~r !5ReE dk

2p2k2

rd~k!exp~ ik•r !

«~k,2kxv0 cosQ01kzv0 sinQ0!
.

~5!

Separating in Eq.~5! the static Debye and the oscillatin
wake potentialsF(r )5FD(r )1FW(r ) @5,6#, we have for
FW(r )
02640
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FW~r !5ReE dk

2p2k2

rd~k!k2lDe
2

11k2lDe
2

3
vk

2 exp~ ik•r !

~2kxv0 cosQ01kzv0 sinQ01 i0!22vk
2

.

~6!

Here, vk5ukuvs /(11k2lDe
2 )1/2 is the characteristic fre-

quency of the oscillations in the flow; it naturally appea
when we equal to zero the plasma response function~3!; vs
5(Te /mi)

1/2 is the ion sound speed. The potential~6! de-
scribes the strong resonant interaction between the osc
tions in the ion flow and the test rod whenukxv0 cosQ0
2kzv0 sinQ0u is close to the eigenfrequencyvk of the ion
oscillations in the flow.

By rotating the wave number reference frame such t
kx85kx cosQ02kzsinQ0 and kz85kx sinQ01kzcosQ0 ~i.e.,
the ion flow is now in2kz8 direction!, we have from Eq.~6!

FW~r !5ReE dk8

2p2k82

rd~k8!k82lDe
2 vk8

2

11k82lDe
2

3exp@ ikyy1 ikz8~x sinQ01z cosQ0!#

3
exp@ ikx8~x cosQ02z sinQ0!#

~kx82 i0!22vk8
2 , ~7!

wheredk85dkx8dkydkz8 , k825kx8
21ky

21kz8
2 , and

~a! rd~k8!5~ iQ0 /d!$exp@2 id~kx8 cosQ0

1kz8 sinQ0!#21%/~kx8 cosQ01kz8 sinQ0!,

~b! rd~k8!5~2Q0 /d2!$@11 i ~kx8 cosQ01kz8 sinQ0!d#

3exp@2 id~kx8 cosQ0

1kz8 sinQ0!#21%/~kx8 cosQ01kz8 sinQ0!2,

~c! rd~k8!5Q11~Q02Q1!exp@2 id~kx8 cosQ0

1kz8 sinQ0!#.

Equation ~7! can be integrated inkx8 by the standard way
@5,6#. Taking into account only those poles corresponding
the ion-acoustic wake~other poles contribute to the Deby
screening potential! and using forky andkz8 , the dimension-
less units normalized by the inverse of the Debye length,
find
3-2
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FW~x cosQ02z sinQ0 ,r'!

52
Q0

lDeM
2E0

ddt

d
Ad~t!ReE dk'

2puk1u
k'

2 1k1
2

k0
21k1

2

3
exp$@ ikyy1 ikz8„~x2t!sinQ01z cosQ0…#/lDe%

11k'
2 1k1

2

3sin$k1@~x2t!cosQ02z sinQ0#/lDe%. ~8!

Here, r'5(y,x sinQ01zcosQ0) is the radius vector in the
plane, perpendicular to the ion flow,k'5(ky ,kz8), k0,1

2

56(12M 221k'
2 )/21@k'

2 M 221(12M 221k'
2 )2/4#1/2,

and for the case~a! Ad(t)51, for the case~b! Ad(t)
52t/d, and for the case~c! Ad(t)5d(Q1 /Q0)d(t)1d@1
2(Q1 /Q0)#d(t2d). Physically, Eq.~8! corresponds to the
sum of the wake potentials produced by the charges dis
uted on the rod; the integration int is the manifestation of
this effect.

Integrating over the angles in the plane perpendicula
the direction of the ion flow, we obtain
02640
b-

o

FW~x cosQ02z sinQ0 ,r'!

52
Q0

lDeM
2E0

ddt

d
Ad~t!E

0

1`k'dk'

uk1u
k'

2 1k1
2

k0
21k1

2

3
J0$k'Ay21@~x2t!sinQ01z cosQ0#2/lDe%

11k'
2 1k1

2

3sin$k1@~x2t!cosQ02z sinQ0#/lDe%, ~9!

whereJ0 is the Bessel function of zero order.

III. APPROXIMATE ANALYTICAL EXPRESSIONS

The main contribution to the integral of Eq.~9! for M
@1, whereM5v0 /vs is the Mach number of the ion flow
comes fromk';1 if d,lDe ; note that the latter is true fo
the present experiments, but, generally speaking, may no
the case in the future experiments. Then for distancesr'

5ur'u.lDe and u(x2t)cosQ02zsinQ0u.Ls, where Ls

5lDeAM221, we find the following approximate expres
sion for the wake potential:
l

.

FW~x cosQ02z sinQ0 ,r'!.
Q0

12M 22E0

ddt

d
Ad~t!F lDe/2p

Ay21@~x2t!sinQ01z cosQ0#2G 1/2

3Fcos$~p/4!1@x2~t!/Ls#%

x2~t!
1

cos$~p/4!2@x1~t!/Ls#%

x1~t! G , ~10!

wherex6(t)5u(x2t)cosQ02zsinQ0u6AM221Ay21@(x2t)sinQ01zcosQ0#
2.0 @we remind that the oscillating potentia

exists only in the wake cone of the test rod, i.e., for positivex6(t)].
For small distances in the perpendicular direction,r'!lDe , and for the Mach number not near unity,u(x2t)cosQ0

2zsinQ0u.Ls, we assumek'
2 !(M221) as well ask'!1, and obtain

FW~x cosQ02z sinQ0 ,r'!.
2Q0

Ls
E

0

ddt

d
Ad~t!E

0

1 k'
2 dk'

12M 22
J0$k'Ay21@~x2t!sinQ01z cosQ0#2/lDe%

3sin$k1@~x2t!cosQ02z sinQ0#/lDe%. ~11!

The main contribution to the stationary wake potential ford sinQ0,lDe is now given by

FW~x cosQ02z sinQ0 ,r'50!'
2Q0

12M 22E0

ddt

d
Ad~t!

cos$@~x2t!cosQ02z sinQ0#/Ls%

u~x2t!cosQ02z sinQ0u
. ~12!

Note that in the caseM@1 and smaller distancesu(x2t)cosQ02zsinQ0u,Ls ~which can be realized ford,Ls), Eq. ~11!
gives the near-particle field (M@1 asymptotics! F;Q0@x2(d/2)#M2/Ls

2;Q0@x2(d/2)#/lDe
2 M2 for the case~a!, and F

;Q0@(x/2)2(d/3)#M2/Ls
2;Q0@(x/2)2(d/3)#/lDe

2 M2 for the case~b!. Furthermore, the upper limit for integration in Eq
~11!, when M'1, is 12M 22 @this follows from the general equation~9! and the expression fork1], that for u(x
2d/2)cosQ02zsinQ0u.Ls gives F;*0

d(dt/d)Ad(t)$Q0 /@(x2t)cosQ02zsinQ0#%cos$@(x2t)cosQ02zsinQ0#/lDeM% and
the scaling for the maximum potential@that can be estimated fromu(x2d/2)cosQ02zsinQ0u;Ls] as Fmax;const/AM221.

For the case~c! we obtain from Eq.~10!
3-3
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FW
(c)~x cosQ02z sinQ0 ,r'!.

Q1

12M 22 F lDe/2p

Ay21~x sinQ01z cosQ0!2G 1/2Fcos$~p/4!1@x2~0!/Ls#%

x2~0!

1
cos$~p/4!2@x1~0!/Ls#%

x1~0! G1
Q02Q1

12M 22 F lDe/2p

Ay21@~x2d!sinQ01z cosQ0#2G 1/2

3Fcos$~p/4!1@x2~d!/Ls#%

x2~d!
1

cos$~p/4!2@x1~d!/Ls#%

x1~d! G . ~13!

Equation~12! in this case will give us

FW~x cosQ02z sinQ0 ,r'50!'
2Q1

12M 22

cos@~x cosQ02z sinQ0!/Ls#

ux cosQ02z sinQ0u
1

2~Q02Q1!

12M 22

cos$@~x2d!cosQ02z sinQ0#/Ls%

u~x2d!cosQ02z sinQ0u
.

~14!
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For the charge distributions~a! and ~b!, approximate ex-
pressions for the potential can be presented for the most
portant special casesQ05p andQ052p/2, i.e., when the
rod is oriented along the flow and perpendicular to the
flow, respectively. Note that this cases are of the most in
est since current experiments demonstrate thatQ05p and
Q052p/2 correspond to the observed stable equilibriu
positions of rods, e.g., see@11#. We have forQ05p

FW~x,r'50!'
2Q0

12M 22E0

ddt

d
Ad~t!

cos@~x2t!/Ls#

u~x2t!u
.

~15!

For Q52p/2 if d!lDe , we obtain a simple expression

FW~z,r'50!'
2Q0

12M 22

cos@z/Ls#

uzu
. ~16!

Note that this expression coincides in this limit with th
wake field potential generated by a point charge@5#.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The above approximate analytical expressions are
able to provide the character of the wake potential for
interesting cases when the rod length is of the order~or ex-
ceeds! the plasma Debye length. Thus in this section
present results of numerical integration of general equa
~9! for the rod lengthsd15lDe/6550 mm, d25lDe5300
mm, andd352lDe5600 mm. The first cased5d1 is inter-
esting for comparison since the wake character in this cas
practically close to that of a point charge.

Dependence of the wake field on the orientation of the
with respect to the direction of the ion flow is the mo
pronounced for the flow velocities close to the speed
sound (M;1), when the first maximum of the generate
wake is close to the rod. We note that in general, the lar
are the ion velocities, the stronger are ballistic effects in
ion focusing; this is because fewer ions participate in
wave-particle resonance, and the Mach cone is narrower.
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M51.1, we present in Fig. 2 the result of numerical integ
tion of Eq. ~9! for the case~a! ~the surface plots for othe
cases look similar! and three orientations of the relative
long rod, Q05p,5p/4,3p/2 ~other parameters are:lDe

FIG. 2. The surface plot of the wake potentials for the case~a!
and three different angles between the rod and the direction of
ion flow. Other parameters arelDe5300 mm, Te51 eV,
M51.1, Q055000e.
3-4
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FIG. 3. The wake potentials perpendicul
and parallel to the ion flow for the cases~a!–~c!,
the angleQ05p between the rod and the direc
tion of the ion flow, and three different rod
lengths: d15lDe/6550 mm ~solid lines!, d2

5lDe5300 mm ~dashed lines!, and d352lDe

5600 mm ~dotted lines!. Other parameters are
Te51 eV, M51.1, Q055000e, andQ15Q0/3.
a

ro
t
k -
5300 mm, Te51 eV, M51.1, Q055000e, andQ15Q0/3
55000e/3). From these plots, we clearly see the wave ch
acter of the wake potential.

For better comparison of different cases and different
lengths, we present on Figs. 3–5 the cross sections of
surface plots for the wake potential. Thus, Fig. 3 is the wa
02640
r-

d
he
e

potential in the directions perpendicular~left set of plots! and
parallel to the ion flow~right set of plots! for the rod parallel
to the ion flow,Q5p, and for the cases~a!–~c! for three
different lengths of the rod, namely,d15lDe/6550 mm
~solid line!, d25lDe5300 mm ~dashed line!, and d3
52lDe5600 mm ~dotted line!. The perpendicular wave po
ar

e

FIG. 4. The wake potentials perpendicul
and parallel to the ion flow~and including the
beginning of the reference framer50) for the
cases~a!–~c!, the angleQ055p/4 between the
rod and the direction of the ion flow, and thre
different rod lengths:d15lDe/6550 mm ~solid
lines!, d25lDe5300 mm ~dashed lines!, and
d352lDe5600 mm ~dotted lines!. Other param-
eters areTe51 eV, M51.1, Q055000e, and
Q15Q0/3.
3-5
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FIG. 5. The wake potentials perpendicul
and parallel to the ion flow~and including the
beginning of the reference framer50) for the
cases~a!–~c!, the angleQ053p/2 between the
rod and the direction of the ion flow, and thre
different rod lengths:d15lDe/6550 mm ~solid
lines!, d25lDe5300 mm ~dashed lines!, and
d352lDe5600 mm ~dotted lines!. Other param-
eters areTe51 eV, M51.1, Q055000e, and
Q15Q0/3.
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tential is plotted along the linex522lDe ~and parallel to
thez axis!, i.e., at the distance 600mm from the~0,0! end of
the rod@we remind the reader that the rod is at the coor
nates (0,0)2(d,0) in this case, cf. Fig. 1#. We note that the
point (22lDe,0) approximately corresponds to the min
mum of the wake potential, see the right set of plots of F
3. We see that the minimum absolute value of the wake
tential decreases and appears closer to the rod end with
increase of the rod length; on the other hand, the bigger is
charge separation along the length of the rod, the bigge
the difference between the location of the poten
minima—compare the plots corresponding to the case~a! of
the linear charge distribution along the rod and to the case~c!
of ~different! charges concentrated at the rod ends.

Figure 4 presents the character of the parallel and per
dicular wake potentials for the caseQ055p/4. The perpen-
dicular potential is plotted along the line (x,x14.8lDe) ~i.e.,
at the angle2p/4 to the x axis!, which is shifted at the
distance 4.8lDe /A2'3.4lDe51020mm from the (0,0) end
of the rod, this distance approximately corresponds to
minimum of the wake potential in this case, see the right
of plots of the parallel wake potential on this figure. T
parallel wake potential is plotted along the line (x2d/2,x),
where d5d15lDe/6550 mm ~solid line!, d5d25lDe
5300 mm ~dashed line!, andd5d352lDe5600 mm ~dot-
ted line!, i.e., the line crossing the rod at the angle2p/4 in
its middle. Here, we can see the qualitative difference w
the previous case of the rod parallel to the ion flow, nam
the location of the minimum of the potential in the directio
along the flow is practically independent of the rod length
well as of the charge distribution along the rod, see the ri
set of plots on this figure. On the contrary, the location of
minimum of the potential in the direction, perpendicular
02640
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e
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the flow changes with the rod length as well as with t
charge distribution on the rod, see the left set of plots. T
value of the absolute minimum of the wake potential in th
case depends on the rod length similarly to the previous c
the potential is more shallow for longer rods, also acquir
the slightly asymmetric character for the asymmetric cha
distribution along the rod, see the dotted curve, case~c!, on
the left set of plots of Fig. 4.

The character of the parallel and perpendicular wake
tentials for the caseQ053p/2, i.e., for the rod oriented per
pendicular to the ion flow, is presented on Fig. 5. The p
pendicular potential is plotted along the linez53.5lDe ~i.e.,
at the anglep/2 to thez axis, parallel to thex axis!, which is
therefore shifted at the distance 1050mm from the rod; this
distance approximately corresponds to the minimum of
wake potential in this case, see the right set of plots of
parallel wake potential on this figure. The parallel wake p
tential is plotted along the linex52d/3, where d5d1
5lDe/6550 mm ~solid line!, d5d25lDe5300 mm
~dashed line!, andd5d352lDe5600 mm ~dotted line!, i.e.,
the line crossing the rod at the anglep/2 in the point
(2d/3,0). Here, the qualitative features appeared in the p
vious case~see Fig. 4!, are more pronounced, namely: th
location of the minimum of the potential in the directio
along the flow is almost independent of the rod length w
small charge difference along the rod, see cases~a! and~b! of
the right set of plots on this figure. On the other hand,
new feature for the rod with the big charge separation, c
~c!, is that the minimum of the wake potential is further aw
from the rod for the bigger rod length. Note that this beha
ior is opposite to the dependence of the location of the
tential minimum on the rod length for the rod oriented pa
allel to the flow, cf. Fig. 3. The location of the minimum o
3-6
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INTERACTION OF A RODLIKE CHARGED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 026403
the potential in the direction, perpendicular to the flo
clearly changes with the rod length as well as with the cha
distribution on the rod, see the left set of plots. The value
the absolute minimum of the wake potential in this case
pends on the rod length similar to the previous cases:
potential is shallower for longer rods, having the clear asy
metric character for the asymmetric charge distribution alo
the rod, see the dotted curve, case~c! on the left set of plots
of Fig. 5.

Overall, we see that the more is the angle between the
and the direction of the flow, the closer is the first maximu
of the wake potential to the rod. We note that this type
behavior is more pronounced for longer rods with the
charge separation. Physically, it is clear that the shorter is
rod length, the closer is the character of the wake potentia
that of a point charge.

V. CONCLUSIONS

To conclude, we studied the formation of the wake pot
tial for a rodlike particle with distributed charges. We dem
onstrated that the basic feature of the wake in the cas
supersonic velocities of the ion flow, namely, its oscillati
character, first reported for spherical particles, takes a
place for the rods. The longer are the rods, the more is
difference in the characteristics of the wake potential
functions of the rod lengths and/or charge distribution alo
the rod. Regarding the formation of the wake potentials
rodlike particles, the plasma electron Debye length is
most important characteristic scale: for rods much sho
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than the Debye length, the wake potential is practically
same as for the point particles; on the other hand, for
lengths comparable or exceeding the Debye length, the c
acteristics of the wake potential develop dependence on
orientation of the rod with respect to the ion flow as well
on the character of the charge distribution along the rod. T
actual difference, e.g., for the location of the potential fi
minimum in the case of long~of the order of or exceeding
the plasma electron Debye length! rods with large charge
separation can be of the order of the electron Debye leng
i.e., of order half a millimeter for the typical discharge p
rameters that is an easy detectable effect in the labora
The presented results are important for the present and p
ning experiments involving cylindrical particles. Furthe
more, oscillations of rods as well as specific lattice mod
propagating in the ‘‘liquid plasma’’ crystals, will be affecte
by the wake. Indeed, for the rotationally oscillating~in the
plane parallel to the ion flow, i.e., in the vertical plane in t
experiment! rods the motion of the wake potential minimu
will take place thus strongly influencing the location of th
downstream particles as well as the vertical arrangem
and the vibration modes in the downstream chains. This
fruitful field for further research.
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